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Abstract—Systems-of-Information Systems (SoIS) are a class of
systems-of-systems (SoS) in which constituents are information
systems and exhibit a strong business-oriented nature. Existing
mission notations and approaches for specifying missions in SoIS
have not been able to cope with particular characteristics of
this class of systems, including the sequence and interdepen-
dence among activities, roles definition, and the dynamics of
constituents to freely join or leave a SoIS. In this context, we
claim that Business Processes Modeling (BPM) techniques and
models could complement such approaches, offering support
for requirements specification and an additional viewpoint for
architectural specification of SoIS. This position paper outlines
a discussion on the potential of BPM to complement mission
specification modeling notations, as well as it presents some
research directions and challenges for modeling missions in SoIS.

I. INTRODUCTION

Systems-of-Information Systems (SoIS) are a class of
systems-of-systems (SoS) in which constituents are strictly
software-intensive information systems [1], [2], [3], [4], [5].
Both SoS and SoIS are concerned with the accomplishment
of missions. In the SoS context, missions can be viewed as a
set of goals to be accomplished by (i) performing tasks based
on capabilities of constituent systems, i.e., what they can do
to perform such tasks, and (ii) interactions among constituent
systems leading to emergent behaviors. Individual missions
are realized by constituent systems themselves whereas global
missions of an SoS are accomplished through emergent be-
haviors. [6], [7].

As SoS, SoIS are often formed by constituent systems that
are managed and operated by independent organizations [8].
These constituents in a SoS can cooperate to accomplish inter-
organizational missions. Considering the current industrial
practices, it is not uncommon the emergence of temporary
alliances of companies to achieve specific and temporary
goals within the context of a project [9]. In this sense, SoIS
can support inter-organization business processes, making this
class of systems to have a strong business-oriented nature. This
raises the need of establishing representation and management
strategies to support concepts such as sequence of activities
and interdependence between roles and goals [5], [10].

We have noticed that current SoIS engineering approaches
and notations do not support modeling missions in the SoIS
domain. Existing notations such as SysML1 and UML2 activity
diagrams require adaptations (profiles) to represent cooperat-
ing constituent systems since they do not have native support
to model these missions. And mKAOS approach do not
hold the notion of inter-dependent activities [7]. For SoIS,
a notation for specifying missions should encompass (i) a
business-oriented nature, (ii) the concept of process with a
sequence of inter-dependent activities, and (iii) flexibility for
adaptations due to the business dynamics. In this paper, we
claim that business process notations and mission modeling
languages can interplay to leverage missions modeling in SoIS.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II introduces research directions and challenges. Finally,
Section III contains some concluding remarks.

II. RESEARCH DIRECTIONS AND CHALLENGES

We glimpse that BPM has potential to complement mission
specification. We hereby outline some challenges for mission-
modeling based on business processes in the context of SoIS.

Emerging requirements and flexible business-oriented
missions. BPM has been commonly used to represent inter-
organizational/collaborative business processes in industry.
The main challenge would be how to use it to represent a
business process when participating organizations can join or
leave the SoIS mission at runtime. Moreover, it is necessary
to consider new requirements arising from emergent behaviors
discovered in SoIS or potential business innovations due to
new arrangements of existing capabilities [10]. New missions
can be designed based on business processes, and current
business processes must be flexible to fit those requirements.

Relationship between mission modeling and BPM. The
interplay between mission modeling and BPM in SoIS can
be properly realized when mapping mission concepts to BPM
notations. For instance, Business Process Execution Language

1http://www.omg.org/spec/SysML/1.4/
2http://www.uml.org/



(BPEL) is a service orchestration language commonly as-
sociated with BPM in the context of Service-Oriented Ar-
chitecture (SOA), providing strategies for service discovery
and architectural self-adaptation [11]. Therefore, BPM models
associated with mKAOS mission models can be mapped, via
model transformation, to BPEL models with self-adapting
characteristics. This approach can be especially useful for an
SoIS that adopts SOA as its underlying platform, in which a
centralized entity (directed SoIS) orchestrates constituents.

Goal granularity and matching. Goal-based approaches
often decompose missions into sub-goals. However, identify-
ing potential constituents that could join an SoIS to increase
its capabilities or improve the provided services provided
may rise a problem of goal granularity and matching. BPM
approaches and tools need to be drawn to automatically
define an optimal granularity of sub-goals. Strategies based on
ontology and semantic representation can also be established
to automate the discovery of constituents with the capabilities
needed to solve a sub-goal.

Reuse and/or adaptation of BPM tools to SoIS. In a
previous work, we have presented Sinfonia, a collaborative
approach based on a software component for modeling and
executing business processes in a model-based information
system application framework [12]. This tool supports the
execution of flexible business processes, i.e., those that can
have their flow changed at runtime. As flexibility is a key
concern in business process management [13], this type of
approach could be extended and adapted to cover SoIS needs
and associated to mission modeling in SoIS.

Handling conflicts. In the SoIS context, conflicts among
goals may arise for a variety of reasons, such as: (i) the
existence of a broader range of stakeholders including both
stakeholders of constituents and the stakeholders of the overall
SoIS, each one with different interests in the SoIS; (ii)
conflicts in the relationship between constituents and the SoIS
due to their managerial independence; (iii) conflicts arisen
from interactions among constituents due to their operational
independence; and (iv) the fact that a given constituent might
simultaneously belong to more than one SoIS. Therefore, it is
necessary to provide strategies and solutions to tackle these
different scenarios that may result in conflicting goals and to
assess the impact of such conflicts in the operation of the SoIS
and its constituents.

III. FINAL REMARKS

In this paper, we argued the potential of BPM to com-
plement mission specification in the context of SoIS. Due
to the predominant business-oriented nature of this particular
type of SoS, specific notations are required to capture the
characteristics exhibited by SoIS. BPM can be useful in
this effort since: (i) it is possible to adopt well-established
tools supporting BPM to allow for SoIS mission modeling,
simulation, automation, and monitoring; (ii) BPM models
bring the possibility of converting them to the BPEL format,
thereby allowing for processing and compilation; (iii) a BPM

metamodel is available, thus allowing for model transforma-
tions to other models, including code generation; and (iv) there
are well-established notations, which reduce learning curve
and can facilitate mission modeling in SoIS.

Missions are a concept from SoS domain while business
processes come from the Information Systems domain. Both
business processes and SoIS do not exhibit the notions of
missions yet. As business processes represent a key concern
for the Information Systems domain [14] and missions are a
key concern for SoS [15], it is of paramount important to fit
these concepts in SoIS research.
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